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ABSTRACT

Partitioned black-box coupling has been proven to be a flexible and efficient approach to multi-
physics simulations such as fluid-structure interaction. The coupling library preCICE [1]1 offers
several mesh mapping schemes, fully parallel communication, and advanced coupling and accelera-
tion algortihms, while allowing for arbitrary exchange of participants and high-level configuration.
Users can adapt a few lines of their solver code to call methods of the preCICE API, or they can
use already available adapters for OpenFOAM, deal.II, FEniCS, and other established simulation
software.

In a raising number of use cases of preCICE, such as 1D-3D nuclear reactor, rotorcraft, or hemo-
dynamics simulations, as well as 2D-3D flood simulations, the involved models are often disparate
concerning their dimensionality. Individual works [2, 3, 4] in these areas have shown that it is pos-
sible to extend preCICE with additional logic in the adapter to handle geometric multi-scale cases.
This talk examines the challenges that such use cases pose to the flexible, black-box approach of
preCICE and presents first results, targeting a general implementation inside preCICE itself.
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